Easy Access Door
• No Knobs to Lose or Drop
• No Threads to Bind
• Mechanically Attached Seal

Powerful Cleaning System to Provide Long Filter Life
Pulse Discharge of Gold Cone™ Filter

Heavy 10 gauge Construction
• Lock-Out/Tag-Out Capability

FDC Controller
Gold Series® offers modular design for optimum flexibility—delivered fast!

The service benefits are numerous. A heavy gauge access door uses an easy-to-use lift cambar in place of the usual threaded handle, facilitating entry into the collector. The door is fully-reversible for access from either side and has an exclusive lock-out feature for worker safety. Cartridge service is further simplified through a cambar system that allows faster, trouble-free change-out.

Gold Series® Features
• Modular design for optimum flexibility—delivered fast!
• Each module accommodates airflow up to 5,000 cfm
• Module constructed of 7 gauge carbon steel
• Door, hopper, inlet and panels are all 10 gauge steel
• Powder coated for unsurpassed corrosion resistance
• Component configurations are virtually unlimited
• Vertical design of cartridges enables efficient pulse cleaning of dust

Gold Series® Options
• Explosion Venting
• Rotary Airlock
• Drum Cover Kit
• Quick Open Access Panel in Clean Air Chamber
• Common Trough Hopper
• Large Pyramid Hopper
• Stainless Steel Construction
• Various Inlet Designs

Individually Powder Coated
Gold Series® components are individually powder coated prior to assembly for superior corrosion resistance.

We make the toughest, best-built industrial dust collectors in the industry!
Farr APC is a proud member of the Camfil Farr group.